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The 2018 Global Dust Storm had 
significant and asymmetrical 
impacts on the morphology and 
intensity of Mars' two polar vortices
The southern vortex was 
substantially diminished while the 
northern vortex remained robust, 
but both were reduced in ellipticity
These vortex changes enhance 
transport into Mars' southern (but 
not northern) polar region and 
modify longitudinal transport 
patterns
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• Common feature of planetary atmospheres
• Regions of cold, isolated air over winter pole 
circumscribed by powerful westerly wind jet
• Mars has characteristically elliptical vortices
Background: ESA/DLR/FU Berlin
Methods








2018 GLOBAL DUST STORM
POTENTIAL VORTICITY (PV)
• Mars Year (MY) 34
• Latitudinal extent: ~40 N to ~60 S
• Lasted several months
• Occurred at Mars equinox (transition from 
southern autumn/winter to southern 
spring/summer
• Compared to MY 33, a “typical” year on Mars 




• Useful tracer for polar vortex
location and intensity

































• Boosted meridional circulation…
• …but limited diabatic (dust) heating
• High diabatic (dust heating) of the 
atmosphere
• Vortex already decaying (season)
Background: ESA/DLR/FU Berlin
What about shape?




ellipticity of the 
polar vortices




• Plots of 
meridional wind 
deviation
• Reveals
presence of
stationary
planetary 
waves: 
atmospheric 
waves with 
fixed position
Background: ESA/DLR/FU Berlin
